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Introductions

Gokhan Cetinkaya

Gokhan Cetinkaya is a sales engineer at SUSE, based in San Diego, California.

He supports sales initiatives through client-specific solution design and technical consultations.

Over the past 15 years, he has held roles in training, systems administration and pre-sales engineering.

He started working for SUSE in 2013 in Istanbul, Turkey. He was offered a position in the United States two years later.

Passionate about gaming since the Commodore 64 and the Amiga.

You can reach him on LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/gcetinkaya
Introductions

“Griff” Michael H. Griffith

Born at an early age, in a time before the internet, Griff got into Linux in the early noughties.

His first professional full-time gig was in the aircraft MRO (Maintenance, Repair, and Operations) and Logistics Business.

Eventually his journey led him to join the Unix Configuration Management group at Qualcomm.
Introductions

Why are we here to talk?

Our journey with SUSE began with SUSE 9 and has continued through various adventures to today.

We are here to discuss our personal tales and successes that the relationship between our two companies have provided.
Make ARM Servers Boring!
What Do We Need to Accomplish?

How to make it boring

Users want to work
• They don’t care about the architecture

Operations
• Want a consistent platform to service

If aarch64 looks “different”
• It won’t be used
Server Development Platform Phase

The prep

- Not in the hands of many individuals
- Custom kernels being built by SUSE to get the OS to boot
Raspberry Pi from SUSECON in DC

In the beginning there was the SUSE Raspberry Pi

• Released with SUSE 12.2
• Our initial compilations and testing of tools began here
• Vendors didn’t have hardware
  • We encouraged folks to just get started with a RPi
Benefits of Attending SUSECON
We achieve more, faster, when we are working together, rather than working alone.
Reference Evaluation Platform Phase

Things really get rolling

• SUSE 12.3 Beta
• There wasn’t a production OS ready
• Worked hand in hand with SUSE through the SUSE 12.3 beta to get the OS ready for our workflows
Reference Evaluation Platform Phase

Things really get rolling

• Processes and internal tools already in place from our work with the SUSE Pi
• As the beta continues, SUSE and Qualcomm worked in tandem to get other software vendors on board with aarch64
• SUSE 12.3 was on the front line of aarch64 Linux
What Did We Accomplish?

Is it boring now?

- **Users want to work**
  - Users get their work done just as they always have

- **Operations**
  - Operations were no different than before

- **If aarch64 looks “different”…**
  - An aarch64 server looks and behaves “normal”
“When you do things right,
People won’t be sure
You’ve done anything at all.”

- Futurama, Godfellas
Summary

Our relationship and joint effort

• Get a head start on development
• Iterate quickly through OS alpha and beta build candidates
• Encourage others to port their software to a new architecture
• Verify workflows
• Make it boring!
• Drink our own champagne!
Check Out These Talks

It’s Finally Time for ARM in the Datacenter – and Beyond
• Jay Kruemcke, Product Manager, SUSE
• Tuesday, April 2\textsuperscript{nd} 3:15-4:15pm @ 12 South 2

SUSE Raspberry Business Use Cases
• Rodolpho Pivetta Sabino, Software Engineer, SSYS Sistemas e Soluções
• Gabriel Cavalcante, IT Leader, SSYS
• Wednesday, April 03, 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM @ 12 South 1

Qualcomm’s Journey with SUSE: The Value of Enterprise Linux
• Mike Marion, IT Engineer, Sr. Staff, Qualcomm Incorporated
• Gokhan Cetinkaya, Sales Engineer, SUSE
• Wednesday, April 3\textsuperscript{rd} 3:15-4:15pm @ 5 Points 1
Be Excellent!
and
Thank You!
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